
Pre-treatment of seed material before sowing.

Due to pre-treatment with humilat grow:
 the seed immune system is boosted; 
 the seeds are free from exogenous seed infection;
 the negative effects of seed traumatic damage are minimized; 
 increases sprouting energy, seed germination; 
 forms a strong root system;
 enhances the sprout growth and development, significantly reduces the seed

fungal invasion caused by internal seed infection.

Applying the preparation humilat grow as seed mordant, the increase in the seed
metabolic activity is observed, the ”seed respiration” is improved, the number of seed
stomata is increased though which the gas and exchange processes with environment
take place. 

The seed treatment with humilat grow helps to enhance the germination energy
by 5-10% and accelerate the germination process, to develop a strong root system. 

The seed treatment with humilat grow activates the soil microflora with increased
number  of  microorganisms  in  rhizosphere  by  3-5  times,  binds  heavy  metals  and
improves soil composition.
      Due to gibberellin and auxin synthesis which is enhanced by humilat grow, a
possibility is provided to develop the root system in a short time. The synthesis of
amino acids and vitamins improves the plant natural resistance to pests and external
factors. 

The  preparation  has  adhesive  properties.  Besides,  the  agent  contains
microelements, amino acids, fatty acids, vitamins and mineral substances which are
actively applied during plant germination.  Due to the high pH level,  humilat  grow
cleans the seed stomata and weakens the outer shell of the grain enabling to speed
up its response to contact with soil. 

At the initial stage of the plant life cycle the synthetic processes already start
when the plant has a weak root system, therefore the seed treatment with humilat
grow  increases  the  seed  survival  rate  in  order  to  “correct  the  nature’s  mistake”
providing strong impetus for their development.  

In the early stage of the development the plants strongly need phosphorus, its
absence is often “the critical factor” for the further development process. It is not
available to the most part of plants with weak root system because it is difficultly
assimilable and immobile.   Humilat grow prevents both these factors. As a result of
treatment with humilat grow, the strong root system develops which easy and quickly
assimilates and “obtains” phosphorus along the entire arable horizon.  

Due to the strong root system, the plant is able to enter the deepest soil layers
and absorb moisture that is especially important in infertile lands. And this is also
humilat grow input. Moreover, humilat grow enhances more economical absorption of
moisture by plant during the entire vegetative period even until harvest time. 

The research findings show that treatment of spring barley seeds with humilat
grow  rapidly  activates  water  absorption  by  seeds  as  well  as  the  grain  sprouting
energy.  The respiration has increased by 100-150% in comparison with control group,
the germination process has accelerated, a stronger root system has developed. The
peculiarity of the fertilizing agent is as follows: in the first period of life the plants
effect the development of root system more than the growth of surface mass.  Later,
conducting  research  with  various  groups  of  plants,  the  data  were  collected  and
summarized about humilat grow effect on plants:
- Dicot plants were more susceptible than monocots. 
- It was concluded that the effect of the fertilizer depended on the “susceptibility” of 
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the plant organ. The plant roots appeared to be more susceptible than the stems, 
besides, this principle refers also to plants which belong to various families and 
species. 
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